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1. Which is not a colour? yellow (H) purple (I) pig (J) brown (K) 

2. Where do you go to fly on an airplane? supermarket (Y) station (Z) airport (A) cinema (B) 

3. Where do you go to post letters and parcels? post office (C) public bar (D) surgeon (E) church (F) 

4. What colour are polar bears? black (I)  white (K) brown (L) green (M) 

5. What colour means „go“ at the traffic light? black (L) white (M) blue (N) green (O) 

6. What money is used in the UK? dollars (D) euros  (E) pounds (F) pesetas (G) 

7. When do you have lunch? in the morning (Z) at noon (A) in the evening (B)  at night (C) 

8. What is butter made from? cream (L) cheese (M) honey (N) corn (O) 

9. Which is the capital of Scotland? Bristol (J) Bath (K) Edinburgh (L) Glasgow (M) 

10.Who lived in Sherwood Forest? Lady Diana (R) John Wayne (S) Robin Hood (T) John Brown (U) 

11. Which is not a relative? sister (O) aunt (P) mother (Q) friend (R) 

12. Where does wool come from? cow (X) monkey (Y) pig (Z) sheep (A) 

13. Which is the thing you can eat? umbrella (C) mushroom (D) stone (E) table (F) 

14. Which animal only has two feet? cat  (C) crocodile (D) goose (E) elk (F) 

15. Which is an American river? Nile (Q) Rhine (R) Ohio (S) Thames (T) 

16. Where do kangaroos live? Switzerland (Y) Timbuktu (Z) Australia (A) Norway (B) 

17. What can’t you read? book (K) newspaper (L) letter (M) radio (N) 

18. What is not a part of the body? ear (B) leg (C) shoe (D) foot  (E) 

19. What is the opposite of „sad“? angry (L) happy (M) furious (N) lazy (O) 

20. Which is not a flower? daffodil (Y) rose (Z) cloud (A) tulip (B) 

21. „fat“ is to thin as „loud“ is to quiet (S) nice (T) windy (U) bad (V) 

22. What’s wrong in the bathroom? toothbrush (Q) soap (R) shower (S) fork (T) 

23. What is soft? iron (C) stone (D) rubber (E) ice (F) 

24. What is dark? sun (P) moon (Q) night (R) day (S) 

25. What can be dangerous? gun (O) teddy bear (P) flower (Q) bread (R) 

26. What can fly? tree (D) train (E) plane (F) book (G) 

27. What rhymes with „bee“? honey  (L) money (M) tree (N) fly (O) 

28. What is the highest? tree (M) hill (N) mountain (O) sun flower (O) 

29. What grows on trees? potatoes (L) rice (M) pears (N) strawberries (O) 

30. Who drives a taxi? taxi driver (E) taxi man (F) pilot (G) skipper (H) 
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